Dear all,
AA
If you allow me to suggest:
MCB/MINAB/IMAMS/MOSQUES /MUSLIM LEADERS AND ORGANISATIONS
SHOULD JOIN OUR CHRISTIAN CATHOLIC FRIENDS IN SCOTLAND IN THEIR HOLY NOBLE CAMPAIGN TODAY/26
Aug, AGAINST GAY MARRIAGE(National Marriage Sunday).
ALL BRITISH MUSLIMS SHOULD BE FIRST TO JOIN THE NEW NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR MARRIAGE.
The reasons are :
-It is an Islamic duty to speak up and oppose evils
-Is important to protect our ISLAMIC MARRIAGE
-Good for Da'wa
-Good to work together for THE COMMON GOOD (the new HILF AL FOUDOUL,as done by the Prophet Muhammad(PBUH)
before!
PLEASE PLEASE "TAKE OUT ISLAM"" FROM INSIDE THE MOSQUES/HOUSES...AND SHOW IT TO THE BRITISH PUBLIC/MEDIA
enough hiding..enough apathy...enough listening to Shaytan(satan)?
Finally:
Can I suggest to MINAB/all mosques/imams ,to make next week's Friday:31 August as NATIONAL MARRIAGE FRIDAY and
all Friday Khutba to be on the only HALAL marriage in Islam:The holy union betwen a man and a woman.
May ALLAH guide us all..ameen
WS
Dr A Majid Katme
07944 240 622
NB: I am available for interview by any media
-ENCLOSED BELOW TODAY :THE ARTICLE ON THE CATHOLIC/CHRISTIAN SCOTTISH CAMPAIGN AGAINST GAY MARRIAGE

Catholic church in Scotland steps up
campaign against gay marriage
Letter criticising Scottish government's plans to legalise gay marriage will be read out in all Catholic parishes

Cardinal Keith O'Brien, who has described gay marriage as a 'grotesque subversion of a universally accepted human right'.
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A letter criticising the Scottish government for supporting plans to legalise gay marriage will be read out in all of the country's
Catholic parishes on Sunday.
The Roman Catholic church has declared 26 August as "national marriage Sunday" and is calling on politicians to
"sustain rather than subvert marriage".
The letter, which will be read in all of Scotland's 500 Catholic parishes, will urge followers to continue to act against efforts
to "redefine" marriage.
The Scottish government has said it is right to introduce same-sex marriages, but has stressed no clergy would be forced to
carry them out.
Cardinal Keith O'Brien, the leader of the Church in Scotland, last week broke off discussions on the issue with the first
minister, Alex Salmond.
In a strongly worded message, the letter will highlight the church's "deep disappointment that the Scottish government has
decided to redefine marriage and legislate for same sex marriage".
It will also announce the launch of a national commission for marriage and the family to co-ordinate a campaign
against gay marriage.
O'Brien, who has described gay marriage as a "grotesque subversion of a universally accepted human right", said: "The
church's teaching on marriage is unequivocal, it is uniquely, the union of a man and a woman and it is wrong that
governments, politicians or parliaments should seek to alter or destroy that reality."
He added: "With this letter we will announce the creation of a national commission for marriage and the family, a body which
will be charged with promoting the true nature of marriage, it will develop an online presence and produce materials and
organise events which will help Catholic families to support and sustain marriage.
"While we pray that our elected leaders will sustain rather than subvert marriage, we promise to continue to do everything we
can to convince them that redefining marriage would be wrong for society."
The Scottish government has pledged to bring forward a bill on the issue later this year, and has indicated the earliest
ceremonies could take place by the start of 2015.
The Scottish Government should not give into the "anti-gay agenda" being pursued by the Catholic Church, a gay-rights
charity said.
The Equality Network, which is campaigning in support of same-sex marriage in Scotland, said politicians should stand firm
over the plans.
Tom French, the charity's policy co-ordinator, said: "It is increasingly clear that the Church has an anti-gay agenda that it
wants to impose on the rest of society.
"We urge the Scottish Government to stand firm on plans to introduce equal marriage and not give in to demands that would
discriminate against LGBT people."
"In particular, the Equality Network would be deeply concerned at any attempt to promote an anti-gay agenda in schools.
School should be a welcoming environment for all young people, regardless of their sexual orientation or their family
situation."

